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In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Mer c ifu1
" And hold fast unto the covenant of Allah all

together and be not

disunited and remember the favour of Allah on you when you were enemies,
then He united your hearts so by His grace you became brethren; and
you had been Standing near the brink of a pit of fire, when He saved

you; thus Allah makes clear to you His communications that you may

follow the right path" — Al.Imran:

102

Unity is one of the basic concepts in Islam and is considered
to be one of the fundamental

and all-encompassing tenets of tno philosopn.

of Is.lamic sociology and world-view.

If one concentrates upon all

the l! 'es leading to t.ho proof of tue

most amazing and delicate existence of tne Urriverse and
consideration all

it holds,

the moveinents going on,

into

searches on the i^ake,

routes it follows, motives it has,

loves it breeds and all

takus

the great and smali

beliefs

-.ni^s

it geneiates,

living manifestations in

the periphery of the'Divine Essence of the Fxalted, True and Glorious
Lord of the Universe he will

surely be granted the light of Truth

and endowed with the living belief in the Unity of God.

To profess the Unity and Oneness of God is in reality givino

credence to the order and oneness of all

His creation.

To ascrii.

Partners or any such thing to God is to break the universal

order in

creation to pieces thus giving birth to chaos and putting each piece
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into the hands of a Separate lord

-

a concept all Divine religions

have always negated and fought against.

Based on this philosophy, Islam views the Universe as a complete
well-planned order and sets each thing in it a certain course to
follow wherein each small unit is part of a bigger design and has
a hand in the working of a more complex setting.

Well against those

outlooks which hold contradictory views

that there is imbalance in the working of the Universe, and base

their contradictions on phenomenon which occur thus forming sociological,
philosophical and historical

outlooks; in contrast, the Islamic

universal view is that the Universe is a bed of undulation and harmony
wherein all things are in perfect harmony with each other and work

in natural unision and in pairs and analoguous to this that the being
of each minute particle and creation of this complex System which is
called Universe —

is a miracle and a sign of the proof of the

congeniality of heavenly bodies:

" And the heaven, We raised it high with power, and most surely
We are the makers of things ample.

And the earth, We have made it a wide extent, how well have
We then spread (it) out.

And of everything We have created pairs that you may be mindful."
—

Al.Zariyat: 46-49

This universal harmony and order observed in this vast universe

inculcates in us the same sense of harmony and goads us that human
life should also be subjected to a set of Divine laws in addition
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to its being acted upon as a natural

necessity.

The origin of the entire human race is one.

All are of the

same mettie, proceeding together towards one common destination.
Their colour, language and different conspicuous historical and
geographical

features in no way speak of different origins or

any

such facets.

" 0 you men!Surely We have created you of a male and a female
and made you tribes and families that you may know each other; surely

the most honourable of you with Allah is the one among you most careful

(of his duty), surely Allah is Knowing, Aware"

—Hujrat - 13

The Quran views those hands which sow discord and cause rifts in
the thinking of peoples living in the same habitat, thus dispersing
a vast compact multitude and erecting barriers between their hearts

and minds thereby imprisoning them into small and low ways of thinking
as that of those who have been inspired by satan;

11 And they did not become divided until after knowledge had come
to them out of envy among themselves"

—

Shura - 14

for satan used these hands as tools to consolidate and increase
the powers öf the corrupt and perverse forces.

11 Surely Pharoah exalted himself in the land and divided the

people into parties, weakening one party from among them, he slaughtered
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their sons and let their women live, surely he was one of the mischief

makers"

— Qascis : 4

This verse throws light on the Islamic viewpoint which takes man
to be of one origin and having common desires and hopes and invites
them to a united but .Single movement, faith and coordination.
This
faith, movement and objective is the same thing which is known as
religion which all the prophets brought to their peoples at their
time of advent.

Thus, religion in reaüty is a description of unity of all peoples
and all human races in every age and time who are called to follow

a ( revelational) religion are thus invited to get the blessings of

unity in following its path.

This description clearly throws light on the importance of unity
for the believers in Islam. In Islam unity is not an injuction which
is imposed but stems as an automatically over flowing natural consequence

of Islamic faith.

How truly a great Islamic thinker has said '• The Islam Community
corresponds to the Unity of Allah and of the world."

Today, the issue of unity among the Muslim Ummah has become an
acute Problem needing the immediate and extra ordinary attention of

the lovers of Islam. A correct insight into the present conditions
of the Islamic world and deep knowledge of the present programs and

.
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pölicies which the Islamic World and the great Muslim Ummah aim
at necessitates on the taking up of this matter seriously as one

of vital

importance.

Today, when we talk about 'Unity' we do not mean it is a political
Problem but one of the most important Organs of reflecting Islamic
teachings and philosophy.

This is something which must bring the

great Islamic thinkers, the intellectuals absorbed in their books,
the Journalists, the authorities and statesmen to rouse the believing

people to this sensitive issue and cooperate

collectively towards the

quick achievement of this objective.

Bringing about an Islamic unity is also a duty and religious

act besides political expediency and we in the Islamic Republic (of

Iran) who feel the responsibi1ity of our mission to establish and
defend the rule of the Holy Quran and Islam in its truest essence

among humankind at large and to accelerate the resurgence of Islam

and shape our struggles into a bloody and sacrificial Crusade thus

shouldering the bürden of inviting to unity so as to make ourselves
deserving of the blessings it showers are always alive to such a
sensitive duty and Obligation.

Today, a billion strong Muslim Community lives in many of the

richest regions öf the world which in terms of economics are the
wealthiest, in terms of Strategie importance one of the most significant

and in terms of history döubtiessly has one of the most scintillative
precedents to be followed.
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how such ulama are very very far away from real Islamic knowledge

and insight.

Islam has not desired at all that the Muslims should

have no difference of opinion and thought, rather saying that the

differences of sects and unavoidable opinion of thoughts between
them does not form the basis for Opposition and dispute amongst them.
The Holy Quran never deems mankind as creatures who are living

in a fixed framework

of life and follow a set of rules while not

having the right to think differently and in diverse ways:
"And if your lord had pleased He would certainly make (the)

people a Single nation and

(still) they shall continue to differ
—

Hud :

118

But inspite of all the differences in thought, the Holy Quran

commands them to avoid dispute and disagreement which amounts to wastage

of the Islamic strenght of cohesion and wearing away of ones own
specific elements from each other:

"And obey Allah and His Apostle and do not quarrel for then

you will be weak in hearts and your power will depart, and be patient;
surely Allah is with the patient

— Anfal :

46

The contemporary world is a world of camps and solidarities.

In order to protect and advance their interests the superpowers
have brought about military treaties, economic blocs, etc

and those other governments who do not belong to any camps but still
want room to maneuver in the respect to these power blocs have also

organised assemblies under different names and for various objectives.
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writers, thinkers, and orators who can reflect the feelings and
wants of the Muslim nations should be in the forefront.

The Islamtc world has the universal right to be in search of a
just and true unity. If there lies a need for an element to bring

about unity then we should all fall behind Islam which means unity of
faith, unity of motive and also the unity of very much of the social
customs of the Muslim world; an element more powerful, effective
and binding that nationality and geographical regions.
The Quran taken cohesion to be an imperative and going away
from it to be a Prohibition and turning away from the fold. In

relation to the people to whom a holy book has descended (Christians
Muslims and Jews) it Stresses on their true faith in God which can
unite them all as one:

"Say: 0 followers of the Book come to an equitable proposition
between us and you that we shall not serve any but Allah and (that)
we shall not associate aught with Hirn, and (that) some of us shall

not take others for lords besides Allah; but if they turn back, then
say: Bear witness that we are Muslims.

— Al-Imran : 63

Isn't it surprising that in order to achieve a unity of sorts,
some leaders of Muslim couhtries turn towards people who in faith and
motive vary a hundred and eighty degrees; but if they have to turn
towards:

fellow Muslims

No .

One of the things that has ostentatiously shown up from the
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beginning of the political and cultural onslaught of the West and
has acted like a thorn and a stiff barrier between the Muslim peoples

is the nationalist way of thinking. The colonialists who took the
Islamic unity to be a great mountain standing in front o.f their world
domination very cunningly played up to the nationalistic, regional

and geographic feelings of the nations and making utmost use of it
createda strong weapon to tear away at the body of the Islamic ummah.

At first glance nationalism seems to be a tool for national unity
Actually in a country having diverse races, languages, traditions
and religions; nationality can act as a uniting factor and bind all
together as one.

On second glance nationalism can be a tool for division When
countries with common heritage, histories, regional locations, races

etC

wish t0 extend ^ir hands towards each other so that

they can benefit fron, each other and keep safe from the „ischief and

eini rr'T650' ali

to each

tM

The point wh1ch r want tQ stress here i$ ^

ges he colon.alists have paid little heed to and even showed enmity

t wards the first sense of nationalism while nationalism of the e ond ser
whKh d1V1ded brother against brother was continuously encourage a d

even greatly stressed. In order to create discord and div
n n
country, colonialism puts the people of different races at each

others throats and belittles what can serve the nation by binding

-

them together.
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Countries whieh are bound together by common and strong

ties like Islam, are put at cross roads with each other on the pretext
of their being öf Persian, Turkish, and Arab origin.

The role of the

'divide and rule1

policies of the colonialists can

be clearly seen in Islamic countries for the last several

decades.

The

Islamic worid has great need to unite in the face of the aggressions
of the Christians and the Zionists whö have invaded their lands with

all

the tools to subject them to subserviency but right when the need

for unity and necessity of resistence is feit the bogey of Iranian

nationalism, Arabism, and Turkish nationalism is brought to the fore.

Of course this conspiracy was not hatched only against Islam which
is the strongest force able to unite the Muslims, for other factors too

which could unite many countries together were also targetted.

The pitiful

outcome of the conflicts among the Arab countries

throws light on this bitter truth,

and is still

for even Arabism,which was one day

being used to restrain the great Islamic process of unity,

could not rouse the Arab Community to bring about true unity even among
themselves and thus be able to confront the Zionists.

The biggest losses which the Islamic world has faced in the present

Century is because of dispersion and discord amongst the Muslim ummah.
Truly, after the destructive and inhuman attacks of the Mongol

hordes and

the bloody transgression of the Christian crusaders, the biggest and
gravest happening in the Islamic world is the Palestinian episode; the
phasing out of an Islamic land from the face öf the earth and the formation

of a government by immigrants from all over the world and that too with
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the avowed intention of overthrowing
governments and nations.

decades of suffering,

and destroying the other Muslim

This happening, which brought in its wake

bloodshed, bitterness and wandering, was caused

because of discord and division in the Islamic world.

Under circumstances when a need for being united and keeping aside
all differences was feit, when faced with an enemy like the Zionist
usurpers and smiting off this dangerous and expansionist enemy, the

Islamic countries acted unaware of it and turned against each other.
The world arrogance cunningly established Israel in the heart of Arab
lands in order to create discord and have a base from which it could

launch conspiracies against the Islamic world and unfortunately the Muslim
governments dubiously accepted this conspiracy and came to silently live

alongside this arrangement.

By submitting themselves in the face of the politics which imposed
Israel on them the Islamic governments proved themselves to verify this

verse of the Holy Quran:

"Have you not seen those who have changed Allah's favour for ungratefulness and made their people to alight into the abode of perdition»
Ebrahim : 28

Even today the hegemonic policies of the Eastern and Western powers

have no better tools than the creation of division and discord among the
Islamic nations and it is incumbent on the Muslim governments and nations

to take away this weapon from the hands of the global arrogance.
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In our opinion all

the means of getting to an all-prevailing

Islamic unity are in our hands today.

Our dear Palestine is usurped

by the Zionists and Afghanistan is being trampled under the boots of

the Russian invaders.

Lebanon, in the heart of Islamic lands is being

transgressed and menanced. The plans of the East and West for attacking

Islam have come to light and can easily be understood by the peoples.
The experience of Islamic Iran, giving a clear possibility of existing

independently and not surrendering to the impositiöns of the superpowers,
excites a great thirst for the revival of the past Islamic glory and for

regaining the lost honour and respect of the Muslim nations among the
Community of nations.

And this desire is fast gaining ground.

In all the regions of the globe, the Islamic Ulama,who one day were
busy with discussions of personal laws and individual and family ethics,
today have returned to proclaim the Quranic'truth and have changed to

become the symbol of Islamic honour and traditional Quranic greatness.
Now they talk about world politics and have turned to think as to

how humanity is to be looked after at large and how they can be rightly
guided.
become

The idea of Separation of religiön from politics and life has
outdated and has changed into the death throes of foreign dominators.

The nations are ready to hear the glad tidings of unity.

Who shall

bestow upon them this good news; who is ready to take up the responsibility
of this prophetic mission of bringing about unity?

Only those whose shoulders are empty of the shameless bürden of
the traitarous Agreements and secret undertakings with the global

IL
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oppressive powers can carry this rallying banner of unity.

And, truly not those political leaders who take subservient
postures and dance to the tune of the East and West prepared to render
any kind of service asked for by the centers of evil which are called

The White House

and Kreml in.

The power hungry individuals, whose major aspiration is to
keep the world Superpowers happy and content, and in this context
are even ready to recognize Israel, are to account for the crime of

the division of Lebanon and the Invasion of Afghanistan and it is
they who are not inclined to see the growth of unity under one banner ,
'dea which is like a thorn in their eyes for it acts like a hammer

■Jtriking the brains of the world powers out.

Islamic unity should stem from the masses and be led by those

who are manifestations of the will of the peoples and feel their

pam, share their sorrow, sense their emotions and know their wav
of thinking.
y

Islamic unity should be searched Jn those vibrating multitudes

circumanbulating the Kaaba which is the House of God, in those thirstinc
for acquaintance with reality in the hüls of Arafat and in the
Plalns between Safa and Marwa and at Mina where Satan is stoned and

cursed for trying to turn man away from the will of God and unity.

Its heralders should be those who are serving the peoples and
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are arrayed in battle against the superpowers.

0 Islamic Ulama

and 0 Friday Prayers leaders, you should undertake this holy task

of spreading a part of this great message.

The Poets, writers, thinkers

and inteilectuals should all stand shoulder to shouider with the

religious ulama and as one issue the cali for unity and cooperation.
The fountain head of unity is Islam being the factor which fastens

all the different parts of the life of society together; Arabic,

being the universal Islamic language; the policy of1 Neither East
nor West1 an independent political line of Islam; and, the pilgrimage
to the House of God being the sign of strong unity cemented further
with the feelings of oneness and kinship now in a forlorn State.

These are the relations which are able to gather together the dispersed
flock of the faithful in one place and under one banner.

Brothers and Islamic intellectuals, the most important Slogan

which we from the Islamic Republic of Iran have given to the Islamic
world is 'Unity of God1 and 'Unity of all ranks under the banner of
Islam1♦

The Unity of God is termed as negating the antagonists of the

one true God, refusing to submit to them and, is the Islamic basis
of society; and, the call for uniting all ranks under one banner

is termed to mean co-öperating and assöciating with one another in
order to establish a great Islamic Ummah.

It is because of these proposals of sensitive and vital importance
that the Islamic Republic of Iran has had to bear the aggression
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of the world Superpowers

of the East and the West.

By abiding to its most fundamental Islamic Slogan our Revolution
has roused the ire of the oppressed peoples of the globe against the
Superpowers thus alarming them to such an extent that they who had

become used to being the evil masters feit their power bases shaking
and to stop this they mobilized all their sinister forces to confront
US.

Thus, those who kindle the fire of seperation are angry wi-th us

because of our Slogans of unity, faith, and brotherhood just in the
same manner Almighty God has said about the compahiöns

of Hellfire

in the Höly Quran:

"And they did not take vengeance on them for aught except that
they believed in Allah, the Mighty, the Praised11

Buruj : 8

But it should deservingly be said that the terror and anger of

the oppressive powers has never made us waver in our path and never

shall.

By standing firm

we want to prove the possibility of being

able to stand on our own to the world.

Our Revolution wants a true

revolutionär tradition to be handed down to future generations and

nations as against the prevailing culture that sloganeering revolutions
often forget their path after achieving victory. Our Revolution stood
up against both aggressive poles of global power and negated the

political division of the world in Eastern and Western blocs

which both the U.S.A.- and the Soviet Union have agreed to

on

in order

to prove to the world that in order to resist an evil, it is not

-
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necessary to move from one bioc to anothcr or be inclined from
one great evil

tö one greater than the other.

At the time when we put our faith in Almighty 6od and daringiy
announced the policy of 'Neither East nor West1 for the fiedging

republic, we envisaged a dangerous alliance of the powers against
us and so during the eventfui years of the Revolution when we saw

footprints of the U.S.A and the Soviet Union both stamped in one

place, we weren't surprised at all since from the very«. beginning it
was to be so expected.

This is also spoken of in the Glorious Quran

as that which only increased the faith of the companions of the Prophet
(As)

:

MAnd when the believers saw the allies ,(aligned against them)
they said: This is what Allah and His Apostle promised us, and Allah

andHis Apostle spoke the truth; and it only increased them in faith
and Submission"

Ahzab : 22

In the tragic and long war imposed upon us, the Soviet Union \/ery

strongly denied that it had given any armaments to Iraq.

passed on our guess was confirmed to be true.

But as time

The weapons that destroy

and ruin the cities, the chemical weapons of war and other armaments

raining death and destruction that the Iraqi regime is using against
the unity call emanating from Iran are all the progeny of the abundant
arsenals of the U.S.

and the Soviet Union, its satellites or client

states.

Once this clearly comes to light for the peoples of the world
then all the attractive rhetoric which the Superpowers pout out in

order to keep their hold on the nations of the world will become hollow
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and useless.

rights and

Then the rhetoric of being the defenders of human

downtrodden, which for a long time has sounded hollow,

will lose its glow and will be rejected by the nations of the world
Those powerful who imagine that by using various Isolation

projects they can force our people and our steps to come to a halt

should know that a nation which relies on Almighty God and its own
natural force can never be still, for even the Holy Quran has declared:
11 And whoever is careful of ( his duty to )
for htm an outlet

Allah, He will make

Talaq : 2

For there still remains many ways by which our people can be
tried.

Brothers, today a global Propaganda is at work and a lot of deceitful

trickery is at play to dissuade the nations from being enamoured
of our great revolutionär experience.

Unscrupulous

business

magnates, merchants of death and self-sold agents want the invaluable

values of the Islamic Republic to be shown in a bad light and the
beneficial and profitable dealings of the Islamic Revolution as

damaging, With the capital of its Quranic Revolution our people
brought about their Islamic Republic System and have likewise safe guarded
this invaluable Investment. What other great exuberant achievement
has been made for the peoples which the Islamic Revolution has not
been able to get at hand for its people? Instead of a policy of

aligning with the East or West, an independent policy of ' Neither
East nor West1 ; instead of a puppet or tyrannical government, the
government of a just leader and devout jurisprudent; instead of

-
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appreciating and thinking that power and wealth is

worthwhile, the

piety and faith in a person to be valued; instead to toeing to the
policies of the East and West, listening to the cries of the wants
of the people; instead of waiting for foreign aid, taking recourse

to ones own initiative and natural power; instead of giving pride
of place to colonial and imported cultures and looking down on ones

own cuUural heritage,the revival of cultural pride and sensitivity
and driving off the foreign and imported cultures; instead of unjust
distribution of wealth and giving access to power and money politics,
disarming all the materials and wealth forcefully begotten and handing
them over to their rightful owners.

These as such are just a small

glimpse of our revolutionary gains and are those which true peoples
eagerly thirst for.

Today

our people are present everywhere on the scene; right

from the leader himself who is the manifestation of love, hope

and

trust of the people and the center of decision making and from those
who pass resolutions and who direct their guidance to the top

authorities of the cöuntry, and the Consultative Assembly and the

law making representatives, from the executive managers to practical
workers and from the general activities in the war fronts to the
constructive scenes in the villages and far flung areas.

The experience

of our people was in reality a very great and profitable business
wherein the profit as well as the investment is guaranteed and secured
by Almighty Göd himself for He hath said:

"0 you who believe shall I lead you to a trade which may deliver
you from a painful chastisement?
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You shall beiieve in Allah and his Apostle, and struggle hard
in AI Iah's way with your property and your lives; that is better
for you, if you but knew

He will forgive you your faults and cause you to enter into

gardens, besides which rivers flow and goodly dwellings in gardens
of perpetuity, that is the mighty achievement;

And yet another (blessing) that you desire:

help from Allah

and a victory is near at hand, (so) proclaim this good news to the

believers

The Ranks (Saff) : 10-13

We have always but our faith in Allah, believed in His Apostle
and strived hard in Hi*S path and He in His Mercy delivered us from

the painful torment and sufferings under the rule of the devil
worshippers and granted us victory and truimph.

Still we feel that we are at the beginning of the way and there

remains a long path to be traversed but who can Claim that God shall
not make strong the hearts and make f-irm the steps of those traversing
in His path.

When those who seek only the good of this world and work towards
this end are decreed some good by God, then how can one doubt that
those people who just want the good rewards of the Hereafter and
have always strived fervently with hearts füll of faith, will not
be conferred a gift worthy of them and will not be granted the fruits
of their struggles as God himself has said in the Holy Quran:
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"And whoever desires the hereafter and strives for it as he
ought to strive and he is among those who believe, (as for) these,
their striving shail

surely be accepted

—-

In conciusion I sincerely repeat my call

Bani-Israel

to all

:
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intellectuals,

thinkers, learned scholars and ulama to strive to accelerate the
achievement of the most fundamental and immediate contemporary
Islamic ideal i.e.the Unity of the Islamic World in e\/ery aspect

and daringly and resolutely make it the subject of their discussions
and researches9 in this acuteiy sensitive period, and, thus lay the
foundations of an all-out and great march of the nations on the road
to Islamic Unity

Greetings be on you and may you be blessed with the Grace
and Mercy of Allah.

